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Choosing Webroot was an easy decision,
and it enabled us to provide better support
and faster installation times
to customers.
Darren Strong, Technical Manager
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Background
Concise Technologies provides innovative and cost-effective IT and
telecoms network support services to companies across the UK.
Their passion for constant improvement in IT and telecoms solutions
is coupled with their aim to earn the trust of their clients and build
long-term relationships. Trust and resilience is important to Concise
Technologies, so they choose to partner only with select technologies
that are stable, secure, and provide excellent value.

The Challenge
Continuously evolving and growing security threats mean that a high-quality
antivirus solution is a necessity for any managed service provider. As a
provider that values effective, efficient, and innovative technology, the team
at Concise Technologies was becoming increasingly frustrated with the dayto-day management of several third-party antivirus products: the frequent
and resourceintensive updates and the lack of centralized management. They
wanted to move to a simplified solution that could integrate with Connectwise
Automte and would allow them to more effectively protect their clients without
adding a significant cost. After evaluating three other well-known solutions,
they selected Webroot SecureAnywhere® Business Endpoint Protection.

The Solution
Darren Strong, the Technical Manager at Concise Technologies, ran an initial
trial of Webroot SecureAnywhere™ security along with several other solutions.

“Throughout the trial period, the
Webroot® support team was very
responsive and our account manager
was knowledgeable and proactive.
The deployment process is made
really easy because Webroot can run
alongside other antivirus, so adding new
customers takes minutes – not hours.”
Darren Strong, Technical Manager at
Concise Technologies

allowed the support team a single pane of glass to manage customers’
security remotely. The small footprint meant that customers did not notice
any lag once Webroot was installed, and the ability to run Webroot alongside
existing solutions without conflict allowed for a seamless transition.

Results
After deploying Webroot SecureAnywhere Business Endpoint Protection,
Concise saw a more than 90% decrease in infections across all clients.
Costs from updating product resources also dropped by 99%. In addition,
he calculates that they are now saving 1,200 hours per year in downtime
due to the eliminating antivirus updates. His team is saving 5-10 hours per
week in managing security-related issues since deploying Webroot, and they
are seeing a 55% drop in overall management ticket volume and a 25%
decrease in security-related tickets.
The low cost of the product has allowed them to roll antivirus service into
their Managed Service Agreement without substantially raising prices. These
cost-savings have helped Concise Technologies stay focused on only the
best technology for its client base, since price is no longer a factor for clients
when selecting an antivirus solution.

“The transition to Webroot was easy and
we had a great account manager to turn
to when needed. We have a
good core product and excellent support
– everything we were promised from
the start.”
Darren Strong, Technical Manager at
Concise Technologies

Webroot integration with Connectwise Automate and the central console
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